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SCMttRY

SXPERIMQJTOR is a computer based system for experimenting with probabilistic
knowledge based systems. The system generates sets of examples of solved
problems and or test cases, develops probabilistic knowledge bases from the
sets of examples, solves test cases by means of developed knowledge bases and
alternative inference algorithms, and compares and analyzes the results.
EXPERIMENTOR is implemented for MS-DOS and currently being developed for UNIX.
It has been used for studies of machine learning and of inference algorithms.
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1.

Frequently, a designer of a consultation or expert system feels uncertain about
the functional performance of the system being developed and will not know before
the system is in operative use.
This paper is based on the idea that the functional performance of a knowledge
based system, as any other man-made systems, can be studied and evaluated by means
of simulation. This may be a more effective approach than collecting experience
from real expensive life applications. The simulation will also give faster
results, and, if the results turn out to indicate that a considered system yields
low performance, save developer and users I rum wasting time and resources on an
approach which does not deserve further investigation.
0723-712X/90/4/307-330 $2.50 ©Physica-Verlag, Heidelberg
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EXFERIMENTOR is a computer based system consisting of four integrated processing
nodules sharing cannon data structure and offering a convenient environment for
experimenting with different types of probabilistic knowledge based systems.
EXPERIMENTOR was originally developed and used to study and evaluate five
different probabilistic inference algorithms (NORDBOTTEN 1988, NQRDBOTTEN 1989).
During the work on that study, it became obvious that the modules could be useful
also for studying the efficiency of algorithms for training consultation systems.
The system was later used for this purpose [NORDBOTTEN 1990a]. From the
experiences of these applications, SXPERIMENTOR is currently being generalised.
The overall architecture of EXFERIMENTOR is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists
of a small control program which controls the transfer from one of the included
modules to another all sharing data files. The main modules are: GENERATOR which
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can simulate the generation of examples of problems solved and of consultation
tasks to be solved, ESTIMATOR which, based on a training set of representative
examples of solved problems, can develop a. representation of a probabilistic
knowledge base, PREDICTOR which can solve test tasks by means of an inference
algorithm and a probabilistic knowledge base representation, and finally ANALYZER,
which can analyze output from GENERATOR, ESTIMATOR or PREDICTOR.
The system was originally implemented by Turbo PASCAL, Ver.3.0, and has later been
inproved by Ver. 4.0/5.0 It requires, because of chaining and overlays, modest
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memory space and can even with knowledge bases comprising several thousand rules
be well accommodated within the standard limitations of a MS-DOS machine. Some of
the inference algorithms studied are, however, extensive statistical computations
and can require a processing time of more than a minute for each task on a 80286
computer. EXPERIMENTOR is currently being implemented in C for compilation and
operation under UNIX.

2. DATA
The core of EXPERIMENTOR is a data structure which is shared by the four
processing modules. The data structure described in this paper is a straightforward static structure. In a rewritten and yet less developed version of the
system, a pointer based dynamic structure is introduced, which makes the system
much more efficient.
In the following, the term incident is used for reference to an example, problem,
task or case generated by GENERATOR or recorded from the keyboard by ESTIMATOR,
and the term record of incident is the system representation of an incident.
The common data structure of EXPERIMENTOR consists of:
1 . The knowledge base ,
2. The incident file,
3. The solution file.
The records of the data structure is briefly presented below in a PASCAL form
indicating the field type of each component.
The probabilistic knowledge base used by EXPERIMENTOR consists of a set of 5
files, the antecedent file, the conclusion file, the cluster file, the simple
rule file and the cluster rule file.
Antecedent file consists of records each of which describes a simple antecedent.
Each record has a number by which the antecedent is internally referenced and an
external name used in external communication. For each antecedent also the
frequency of incidents in which it has been observed and the a priori probability
of the antecedent are recorded for evaluation purposes.
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record
id.number of antecedent:integer;
name of antecedent:string[length a]
frequency of incidents: integer;
a priori probability of antecedent:real;
end;

(2.1)

The records of the conclusion file represent the possible conclusion alternatives
of the consultation system. Each record has a number and a name of the represented
conclusion, a frequency for its observation and an a priori probability used in
inference and evaluation processing.
record
id. number of conclusion:integer;
name of conclusion:string[length a];
frequency of incidents:integer;
a priori probability of conclusion:real;
end;

(2.2)

In the cluster file all differently observed combinations of antecedents are
recorded. Each cluster may be considered a compound antecedent which is used in
same of the probabilistic inference algorithms studied. The record has the same
form as those of the two previous files, except for the name which is a string of
the antecedent numbers belonging to the cluster.
record
id.number of cluster antecedent:integer;
name of cluster:string[length a]
frequency of cluster:integer;
a priori probability of the cluster:real;
end;

(2.3)

The simple rule file has one record for each simple rule relating a simple
antecedent to a conclusion. The rule has a. number for identification, and the
antecedent and conclusion implied are referenced to by their respective
identification numbers. The rule record is also described by the observation
frequency of incidents including both the antecedent AND the conclusion, and the
frequency of incidents including the antecedent but NOT the conclusion. These
frequencies are the bases of estimating the corresponding
conditional
probabilities which each represent a simple rule.
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record
(2.4)
id.number of simple antecedent rule:integer;
antecedent id.number:integer;
conclusion id.number:integer;
frequency of antecedent if conclusion is true:integer;
frequency of antecedent if conclusion is false:integer;
conditional probability of antecedent if conclusion is true:real;
conditional probability of antecedent if conclusion is false:real;
end;
An analogous cluster rule file contains the relations between pairs of cluster
antecedents and conclusions. This rule file is used only in some of the inference
algorithms.
record
(2.5)
id.number of cluster antecedent rule: integer;
cluster id.number:integer;
conclusion id.number:integer;
frequency of cluster if conclusion is true:integer;
frequency of cluster if conclusion is false:integer;
conditional probability of cluster if conclusion is true:real;
conditional probability of cluster if conclusion is false:real;
end;
Records of incidents are kept in incident files which are the computer
representation of sets of solved examples or test cases. An incident is recorded
into parts one for each antecedent of the incident. The part record comprises an
incident number and a part number. The incident number is shared with all other
part records of the incident as is also the conclusion number. The incident part
number identifies the individual part within the incident and the antecedent
number the recorded antecedent.
record
id. incident number:integer;
incident part number:integer;
conclusion id. number:integer;
antecedent id. number:integer;
end;

(2.6)

The task solution file is used to record the result of the consultation
processing. For each consultation the incident number, the correct conclusion
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number, the a priori probability of the conclusion and the number of antecedents
in the incident, is obtained from the incident file. From the inference process
the following data are obtained: the number of the predicted conclusion and its
posteriori probability, the numbers of investigated and detected antecedents, and
the processing time used on the task. An investigated antecedent is a tested
antecedent which is a detected antecedent if it is true according to the incident
record.

record
(2.7)
id.number of incident:integer;
id.number of correct conclusion:integer;
a priori probability of correct conclusion:real;
number of recorded antecedents:integer;
id.number of predicted conclusion:integer;
estimated posteriori probability of predicted conclusion:real;
number of Investigated antecedents:integer;
number of detected antecedents:integer;
time spent on processing the incident:real,
end;

3. GQJERATOR

A probabilistic consultation system includes a knowledge base in which
uncertainties in the knowledge are expressed by probabilities. There are several
ways of acquiring such knowledge bases for a consultation system.
The traditional knowledge acquisition is by interviewing experts within the
particular field the consultation system is aiming at. This may be a troublesome
approach. The experts may be too busy in solving current tasks to have spare time
for sharing their knowledge, or they may have difficulties in formulating their
knowledge in the formal way required by the knowledge based systems, especially if
knowledge has to be represented by specific conditional probabilities.
An alternative way to develop a probabilistic knowledge base for this type of
consultation systems, is to estinate the probabilities by means of statistical
methods from a training file with a set of examples with correct conclusions
recorded.
However, for the purpose of exploring the functional performance of a knowledge
based system of this type, a training file based on real recordings are not
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necessary. An artificial training file with the general distributional
characteristics of the incidents of the domain, may be satisfactory for studying
the functional performance.
Similarly, instead of testing the performance of an consultation system by means
of a set of real examples of problems, an artificial problem file can serve the
same purpose as long as the problems represent the general characteristics of the
problems of the domain.
GENERATOR is designed to produce such incident files. The core of the this module
is a reference knowledge base.

3.1 Reference knowledge base
GENERATOR simulates the real world problem generation by means of a reference
knowledge base assumed to be a 'true' description of a specific rfciwin and a
process which uses the data of the knowledge base. With such a base in the
simulation model, random incidents each recording 'true1 occurring antecedents
and conclusion consistent with the reference knowledge base, can be generated in a
required number. Such a set of incidents can be used for two purposes. First, it
can be used by a machine learning system as a training file for the development of
a new knowledge base. Second, such a set can be used as a test set for studying
the behavior and performance of a consultation system.
The conclusions which v« can draw from experiments based on EXPERIMENTOR, will
obviously be limited to the class of domains with general characteristics
reflected by the reference base and the generation algorithm of GENERATOR.
The logical structure of GENERATOR is outlined in Figure 2. It is composed from
three main components, read, process and write, of which the second offers
options including random number generation algorithms and statistical dependency
among antecedents, and controls the generation of incidents.

3.2 Generation of incidents
From the conclusion file, the module builds up a cumulative a priori probability
distribution based on the conclusions in the file. The ordering is the same as
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that of the conclusion file. When the last probability has been added, the sum is
checked and the distribution is adjusted such that the sum of all a priori
probabilities is 1. The cumulative distribution is stored as an array the indexes
of which correspond to the identifications of the conclusions.
The user is asked for the number of incidents wanted, and the random number
generating algorithm selected. The conclusion is assumed to be the 'cause' of the
antecedents, and the first step is to generate a conclusion for each incident. A
conclusion is obtained by generating a pseudo random number r, 0=<r<l. Then the
array of cumulative probabilities is searched for the element with the lowest
value greater than r. The conclusion corresponding to to the index of this element
is the generated conclusion.
To complete an incident, the next step is to generate its antecedents. GENERATOR
offers two options for generating antecedents. The first is to generate
antecedents which are statistically independent of each other. This means that the
probability for any antecedent to occur in the incident, is not depending on which
other antecedents are occurring in the incident. The antecedent rule file is
searched for all records referring to the generated conclusion. For each such
record found, a new random number, r, is generated. If r is smaller or equal in
value to the conditional probability of the record, the antecedent refered to in
the record is included in the incident.
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The second option is to generate antecedents which are statistically
interdependent. In this case, the probability of an antecedent to occur in an
incident may depend on which other antecedents occur. If a file of clusters with
interrelated antecedents exists, this can be done by generating a cluster
antecedent from the cluster file for each incident in the same way as the simple
antecedents were selected in the first option, and then include in the incident
all the antecedents belonging to the cluster antecedent selected.
Since such a cluster antecedent file does not usually exist in real life
situations, GENERATOR also offers another, but more restricted way, to force a
statistical
interrelationship
among the generated
antecedents.
This
interrelationship is characterized by a dependency value, a, which define the
relationship between the antecedent most frequently occurring in connection with
the selected conclusion and the remaining antecedents. A dependency value a=l is
equivalent to no statistical dependency. A a>l indicates that the remaining
antecedents are related statistically to the most likely antecedent, and will have
a higher probability for occurring if the most likely antecedent is selected, than
if this antecedent is not selected. The value of a is a parameter depending on the
class of domains to be studied, and has to be determined by the user of
EXPERIMENTOR.
The generation can be briefly described in this way. The value of a is requested.
Then each incident is process such: First all records in the antecedent rule file
(4) which refer to the selected conclusion are identified. For each record the
corresponding antecedent is included in the incidents by the following rules for
generating interrelated antecedents:
1)

2)

Find the record with the greatest probability, P(max), and
include the corresponding antecedent, A(max), as in the option of
independent antecedents.
The remaining antecedents are included in the incident in the same
way as in the first option but with other probabilities. The
conditional probability, P, for including a remaining antecedent is:
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IF A(max) included
AND a*P(max)<=l
THEN P:=a*P,
IF A(max) NOT included
AND a*P(max)<=l
THEN P: = (l-a*P(max))*P/(l-P)

IF A(max) included
AND a*P(max)>l
THEN P:=P/P(max)
IF A(max) NOT included
AND a*P(max)>l
THEN P:=0.
These rules state that if the most likely antecedent occur, then all the other
possible antecedents occur with an increased probability.If the most probable
antecedent does not occur, the probabilities of the other antecedents are
decreased. The dependence is determined by the factor a. It should be noted that
the statistical interdependence is between the antecedent with the highest
probability and each of the other antecedents in the incident.

3.3 The incident file
The generated incidents are written to an incident file, one record per generated
antecedent. Even though the probability is normally low, it may happen that no
antecedents are generated and only one record with a conclusion will exist for the
incident.
This may be considered as problems without description or
specification. They are discarded by EXFERIMENTOR and therefore there may be less
incidents to be processed than asked for by the user.

4. ESTIMATOR

ESTIMATOR is a program which simulates how a human may learn from examples in a
training file. The model behind the program is quite simple and primitive. It
basically observes incidents, builds up lists of concepts and relations, and keeps
track of the frequency for each concept and relation. Figure 3 outlines the
structure of the module.
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ffe assumes that a learner presented with new examples first looks for unknown
concepts. If an unknown concept is identified, he adds this to his conceptual list
of either antecedent or conclusion concepts. The learner then concentrates on the
cluster of antecedents to see if it can be recognized and enforced, and if not. it
is recorded in his list of clusters concepts. Then the relations between
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conclusion, antecedent and cluster concepts are studied.
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A relation already detected previously is enforced, while a new relation is added
to the list of relations. Concepts and relations are enforced by keeping records
of the frequencies of occurrence. In an inference routine, the probabilities for
future occurrence of the concepts and relations are estimated from the frequencies
and recorded in the cannon files.
ESTIMATOR module offers several options for the user:
- build up a training file based on input from the keyboard.
- develop a new simple or cluster knowledge base from a training file.
- inspecting, adding, modifying and documenting knowledge base records.

4.1 Building a training file
This option is used if a set of examples is available for recording a training
file with a format identical to that obtained from GENERATOR. ESTIMATOR also
permits appending new records from the keYboard to a already existing training
file independent of whether this was generated by GENERATOR or built up from the
keyboard.
4.2 Training
The training program is composed by two algorithms, simple and cluster rule
training. Each algorithm consists of a compilation and an estimation phase. The
compilation phase of the simple rule algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. For each recorded incident in the training file,
the occurring antecedents.

identify the conclusion and

2. If the conclusion and the antecedents are known from previous training
records, increment the frequencies of the respective conclusion and antecedent
observations with 1. If all or some of the concepts are not previously recorded,
add the conclusion and/or antecedent(s) to the lists of conclusions and/or
antecedents and set the frequencies of the conclusion/antecedents to 1.
3. Identify each occurrence of conclusion/antecedent pair.
4. If the conclusion/antecedent pair is known from previous training records,
increment the frequency of observation with 1 . If the pair is not previously
observed, record the pair and set the frequency of observation to 1.
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When the available training file has been processed, the module will have compiled
a list of conclusions, a list of antecedents and a list of conclusion/antecedent
pairs. These three lists represent a model of the subject matter the learner tries
to acquire knowledge about.
Each entity observed will have an observation frequency attached. The next
training step in the basic training will be to generalize the observations into
knowledge representation in the estimation phase:
5. Convert the conclusion and the antecedent list frequencies to estimates or a
priori probabilities by computing the relative frequencies of conclusions and
antecedents, and write the conclusion and antecedent files,respectively.
6.
Convert the conclusion/antecedent pair list frequencies to estimates of
conditional antecedent probabilities by computing the relative antecedent
frequencies for each conclusion, and write the simple rule file.
The probabilities of the conclusion and the simple rule files can be interpreted
as rules which apply to an incident:
IF no antecedents have been tested in the incident
THEN P(d[i]) is the probability that the conclusion d[i]=TKUE
IF d[i]=TRUE is the conclusion of the incident
THEN P(a[k]|d[i]) is the probability that antecedent a[k]=TRUE
IF d[i]=FALSE is the conclusion of the incident
THEN P(a[k]|NOT d[i]) is the probability that antecedent a[k]=TKUE
where d[i] may be any identified conclusion in the conclusion file, and a[k] any
identified antecedent in the antecedent file.

In cluster level training, the recording routine is extended to observe and
identify also the occurring clusters of antecedents in incidents of the training
file. If there is an interdependence among the antecedents, the identification of
clusters will be essential.
The cluster rule algorithm is similar to the simple rule algorithm. The following
steps represent the compilation phase of the cluster rule algorithm:
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Ib. Identify the cluster of antecedents
2b. Build up the list of clusters and maintain the frequencies of observed
clusters.
3.b Identify the conclusion/cluster pair
4.b Build up the list of conclusion/cluster pairs and maintain the frequencies of
observed pairs.
The estimation phase includes:
5b. Convert the conclusion and the cluster list frequencies to estimates of a
priori probabilities by counting the relative frequencies of conclusions and
clusters, and write the conclusion and cluster files,respectively.

6b. Convert the conclusion/cluster list frequencies to estimates of conditional
cluster probabilities by computing the relative cluster frequencies for each
conclusion.
The cluster rules can be interpreted as
IF d[i]=TKUE is the conclusion of an incident
THEN P(c[j]|d[i]) is the probability that cluster c[j]=TKUE
IF d[i]=FALSE is the conclusion of an incident
THEN P(c[j]|NOT d[i]} is the probability that cluster c[j]=TRUE.
where d[i] may be any conclusion in the conclusion file and c[j] any cluster in
the cluster file.

4.3 Inspecting,addlng,modlfying and documenting knowledge base records
The last option of the ESTIMATOR module permits visual inspection and hardcopy
documentation of the records of a knowledge base.
More interesting is the possibility to make direct entry of concepts and rules
which in many cases will be the most convenient way to initially establish a
world model in the system. The option also includes possibilities for correcting
concept and rule file records.
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5. PREDICTOR

A consultation or expert system consists basically of a knowledge base for a
limited subject matter, an inference algorithm and a user interface. The user will
present tasks to the system through the interface, and expect to receive
conclusions or solutions in return. A task is a set of descriptions of occurring
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antecedents, supplied by the user on request from the system. Based on a task
description and its knowledge base, the system will predict a probability
distribution for the set of conclusions.
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The PREDICTOR is a framework for probabilistic inference algorithms and knowledge
bases forming consultation systems. It includes an interface to the other modules
and a set of alternative inference algorithms which can work with the knowledge
bases produced by ESTIMATOR. The user is presented with the options in as a menu
selection. New inference algorithms can easily be adjusted to and included in
PREDICTOR. An outline of PREDICTOR'S structure is given in Figure 4.
When set up for the use of a specific combination of an inference algorithm and a
knowledge base, PREDICTOR simulates an adviser who nave cumulated knowledge about
tasks within the specific domain and his interaction with clients. A task is
completely described by the set of occurring antecedents, properties or symptoms
and a conclusion, decision, diagnosis, or a class. A client consulting the adviser
will usually supply information about the antecedents on request of the adviser
who will try to predict the 'best' or satisfactory conclusion with an estimated
probability by testing a minimum set of the antecedents in the list.
The outcome of an antecedent test is either TRUE or FALSE indicating presence or
absence, respectively, of the tested antecedent in the current task.
In a probabilistic consultation system, the most important methodological aspects
of the inference process are how the:
- sequence of antecedents are selected for testing,
- testing sequence is terminated,
- 'best1 conclusion is predicted,
- probability of the predicted conclusion is estimated.
The framework of PREDICTOR controls the processing of the tasks and perform some
recordings. For each task the framework for example keeps track of the:
-

true conclusion as recorded in the incident record
number of TRUE antecedents in the incident
number of antecedents tested
number of TRUE antecedents detected
predicted conclusion
probability of predicted conclusion
time used for processing the task

which is used later for the evaluation process.
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9.1 The submission of tasks
PREDICTOR uses knowledge bases of the type produced by ESTIMATOR to as domain
knowledge to supplement the general knowledge embedded in the inference algorithm
applied. Some of the inference algorithms require the simple and others the
cluster knowledge base.
The task descriptions are made available by the user interface to the module from
a test file which is an incident file as generated by GENERATOR. The antecedents
of the test file represent a sequence of random tasks submitted to the system
simulating the stream of clients to a consultant in a real consultation system.
PREDICTOR will have to process all the tasks in a submitted task file.
More than one inference algorithm may be included in PREDICTOR, and the rnain
option is the selection of inference algorithm. New algorithms can be included
without to many problems as long as the requirements for passing values from the
framework to the algorithm are observed.

5.2 Inference algorithms
The first step in solving a task is to study the description of the problem. In
our context that means to detect the occurring antecedents.
Since the test in
real life cases frequently may be time-consuming or/and expensive, one important
goal for an inference algorithm is then to select antecedent candidates for
testing in such a way that it minimizes the number of antecedents needed to reach
a satisfactory prediction.
One approach used in some inference algorithms is to select the antecedent with
the greatest impact on the value of some function of the probabilities of the
conclusions, as the next antecedent to be tested. The Shannon's entropy function
may be used as such a function. This approach requires calculation of all
conclusion probabilities for the TRUE and the FALSE outcomes of all untested
antecedents, and then the pair of entropy values for each antecedent. The two
values may be weighted in a sum for each antecedent. Using the a priori
probability of the antecedent as a weight of the TRUE element and the residual
probability as a weight for the FALSE element, the sum can be considered as an
inverse indicator of expected impact of the respective antecedent on the
conclusion probabilities.
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Another approach may be to attack a new task by pursuing the most likely
solution, The antecedent test strategy according to such an approach will be to
identify the conclusion with the currently highest probability. As long as there
are untested antecedents related to this conclusion, the one with the highest
probability for occurring is selected as next test antecedent.
The process of testing antecedents may be terminated in several ways, two
different classes of approaches can be distinguish. The first comprises those
algorithms with termination criteria connected to the prediction. In this class,
the testing in some inference algorithms is terminated when the probability of the
most probable conclusion will maintain its position even if all non-tested
antecedents would have outcomes in favor of other conclusions, or when simply the
probability of the most probable conclusion exceeds a prescribed threshold. In all
cases the testing will of course be exhausted when all antecedents are tested.
The second class contains algorithms with termination connected to the cost of
testing. In these typically a cost is connected to each antecedent. Some of these
algorithms, terminate testing of antecedents when a certain number has been
tested, others when the sum of costs exceeds a certain value.
Usually the predicted conclusion will be that which is the most probable at the
stage when the testing is terminated. In some algorithms, it is required that the
probability of the predicted conclusion is equal or greater than some minimum
probability for providing a prediction. If no prediction is given, the
announcement will be an unpredictable conclusion.
The estimation of conclusion probabilities is in most algorithms based on Bayes'
Theorem and the simple knowledge rules. In some algorithms, the computations are
simplified by using the NOT rules in the formula, while others apply the complete
formula which requires a significantly more extensive computation.
One major critique against the use of Bayes' Theorem for computing the probability
of the predicted conclusion, is that in most real life situations the assumption
of the Bayes' Theorem about statistical independence among the antecedents is
violated. If the cluster rules are available, this critique can be eliminated by
using the cluster rules as a basis for estimating the probability of the most
probable conclusion.
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5.3 The solution file
The results from the processing of each task is recorded in a log or solution
file. To be able to make comparisons, the 'true' conclusion and number of
antecedents are copied from the incident record.

6. ANALYZER

We can consider ANALYZER as the implementation of a model simulating the
researchers analytic processing of the results from the other modules. The
purpose of this module is to compute some statistics for the analysis of
experimental runs by GENERATOR,
ESTIMATOR and PREDICTOR. ANALYZER is a
statistical module with a rather limited scope and has no or little interest
outside processing the results from the two already mentioned modules. The
structure of ANALYZER is indicted by Figure 5.
It is emphasized that the evaluations considered in this context and for which
EXFERIMENTOR is designed, are not aimed at comparisons between the performances of
human experts and computer systems. The evaluations are aimed on the functional
performances of machine learning and computerized consultations systems compared
with the real world represented by the content of a formalized reference knowledge
base. It is irrelevant whether this base is a good or less good model of the real
world subject matter field. The crucial point is if the reference base has
statistical properties which are reasonable representative for an interesting
class of applications. If so.it can be used as a benchmark for evaluating machine
learning and inference models for this class of applications.

6.1 The input from ESTIMATOR
Required input from ESTIMATOR is a developed knowledge base. The developed
knowledge base is supposed to be a learned approxination of the reference base of
the system. Both bases comply to the formats required of the common data structure
of the system.

6.2. The Input from PREDICTOR
To analyze the performance of PREDICTOR, ANALYZER requires in addition to a
knowledge base with the minim data structure format, one or two solution files
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from one or two PREDICTOR processing sessions. The solution files have got
transferred the 'correct1 conclusion for each incident to facilitate the
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6.3 The computation
ANALYZER gives the user some options through questions and menus. The main step is
choosing between analysis of input from ESTIMATOR or PREDICTOR.
When analysis of an output from ESTIMATOR is started, the user will be asked for
the name of the reference base to which the generated knowledge base is to be
compared, and a critical value from a normal distribution to be able to identify
those rules which are to be considered precise. A precise rule is a rule with a
probability estimate divided by its estimated standard deviation which is equal to
or greater than the given critical value. The results of the computation are
presented in three tables.
^-s

The first table is based on a comparison of the developed and the reference
knowledge base. The results comprise the following:
TABLE 1:REPORT ON PRECISION OF BASE <base name>
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

absolute
absolute
absolute
absolute
absolute

deviation
deviation
deviation
deviation
deviation

for
for
for
for
for

conclusion probabilities
cluster rule probabilities
cluster NOT rule probabilities
simple rule probabilities
simple NOT rule probabilities.

The deviation refers to the differences between estimates of probabilities in the
developed knowledge base and the corresponding probabilities in the reference
knowledge base. After having completed the table, the user will have the option
to proceed to the next table.
The second table shows the results of the precision computations:
TABLE 2: PRECISION ANALYSIS OF <base name>
Number
Humber
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of

precise
precise
precise
precise
precise

conclusion probability estimates
cluster rule probability estimates
cluster NOT rule probability estimates
simple rule probability estimates
simple NOT rule probability estimates

It should be noted that while the computation of quality, as displayed in TABLE 1,
requires

access to a reference knowledge base,

the precision analysis of TABLE 2
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confutes the precision of the developed knowledge base from the records of the
training file without -using any information from the reference base.
When analysis of output from PREDICTOR is selected, the first menu offers the
choise between analysis of a single solution file or comparison of two solution
files and analysis of the differences.
When analysis of one solution file is selected, two tables can be computed:

TABLE I. REPORT FROM PROCESSING OF <name of solution file>. StffMARY.
Number of incidents in the file
Number of correctly predicted conclusions
Number of incorrectly predicted conclusions
Average estimated posteriori probability of correct predictions
Average estimated posteriori probability of incorrect predictions
Number of occurring antecedents
Number of investigated antecedents
Number of detected antecedents
Average processing time per incident
Chi-square of (expected-correct) conclusions
Chi-square of (predicted-correct) conclusions
F-value of (correct-incorrect) probabilities
The three first lines give the main results, that is, the relative number of
correct and incorrect predictions of the solution file analyzed. The next two
figures indicate by which average probability are the correct and the incorrect
conclusions presented. If a certain consultation module in a test run produces
correct predictions with a high probability and incorrect predictions with low
probability, we have an indication that the estimated probability of a prediction
can be used as a quality guide of the prediction. The number of investigated
antecedents is an indicator of the general cost of obtaining the information
requested about the antecedents, while the processing time is an indicator of the
inference cost given the information about the antecedents.
The two chi-square variable computed is given with the respective number of
degrees of freedom and measures respectively the deviation between the expected
distribution of incidents by conclusion and the distribution of incidents by
correct conclusion in the solution file, and the deviation between the
distribution of incidents by predicted conclusion and the distribution of
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incidents
chi-square
consulting
hypothesis

by correct conclusion. Both variables are distributed according to the
distribution with the specified number of degrees of freedom. By
a table for the distribution the variables can be used to test the
that the distributions are not differing significantly from each other.

Finally, an F-variable with a pair of degrees of freedom is computed for the
variations of probability estimates for the correct and the incorrect predictions.
As for the chi-variables, a critical value can be read from a table for the Fdistribution and used to test the hypothesis that there are no significant
difference between the probability estimates for the two categories. A rejection
of this hypothesis means that the probability estimates can be useful reliability
indicators.
After the computation of these statistics, the user is offered the option to get:
TABLE III. THE EXPECTED, CORRECT AND PREDICTED DISTRIBUTIONS OF INCIDENTS
which gives a listing of the three frequency distributions by conclusions.
This table permits the user to study the clustering to certain conclusions of
possible incorrect predictions.
Vflien the user selects the second option, comparison and analysis of two solution
files, the user will be promted to name both solution files. The module then
compute three statistics presented in

TABLE A.TEST STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENCES OF<file !>/<file 2>
t-value for predictions
t-value for average number of investigated symptoms
t-value for average number of time units used
The t-variables used have an approximate normal distribution for large log files.
They can be used to test the hypothesis that there are no significant difference
between the particular estimates in the two solution files. By means of a table
for the normal distribution a critical value can be found, if the values in the
table is equal or greater than the critical values, the hypothesis must be
rejected.
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7. FINAL REMARKS
The EXPERIMENTOR has been used in two investigations, reported on in NORDBOTTEN
(1988, 1989 and 1990a). In the two first, five different inference models were
investigated and several weak points were identified in the models implemented. In
the second study, a simple statistical machine learning model was studied. Both
studies indicated improved training and inference models which are currently being
designed, implemented and tested within the framework of EXPERIMENTOR (NORDBOTTEN
1990b).
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